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Fast growing professional services company strengthens resources in its health sector team.



London, 25th June 2018 Professional Services Technology Group (http://www.pstg.co.uk) announced today

that Tracy Scriven has joined the company to further develop their growing healthcare accounts. Tracy

comes with a wealth of experience within the sector having spent the last eight years at WiFi SPARK where

she was instrumental in acquiring and managing many NHS Trusts and Health Boards.



Tracy joins PSTG as Director of Healthcare to continue their success providing technology solutions and

services that will help the NHS on its digital transformation journey.  Tracy comments “I have always

been impressed by PSTG’s integrity, agility, proactiveness and dedication to the healthcare sector, so

I am excited to start a new challenge within the company. Technology is without question the key

differentiator in the delivery of excellence for the NHS and working with PSTG gives me a much a broader

solution and services portfolio to call upon to embrace the unique needs of healthcare”



Enzo Daniele, Managing Director said “Tracy’s wealth of experience and sector knowledge makes her the

obvious choice to lead our specialist healthcare team.  We have ambitious plans to grow PSTG’s market

share in the healthcare sector by delivering technology solutions, professional and managed services to

NHS Trusts across the UK.  Tracy will play a major role in delivering these goals”



Enzo added, “The NHS is making significant progress with their digital transformation journey. Our main

priority is to continue our investments in technology innovation and services that enable NHS

organisations to deliver on their transformation commitments, and ultimately provide better patient

care”.  

 

ENDS



About Professional Services Technology Group (PSTG) (http://www.pstg.co.uk) 

PSTG’s expertise extends from the data centre to the desktop. We help private and public-sector

organisations to transform the way they use technology. Going beyond simply providing the end-to-end

technology and communication services needed to react to industry changes - we help organisations adapt

and improve.



All this is backed by a fully accredited service team, and 24/7 support.
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PSTG Ltd 

Sere Davoudi, Marketing Director 

07886 757912



sdavoudi@pstg.co.uk
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